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in a siding. But in the evening we drew out again for
Europe, Arizona handed us to New Mexico, and we were
lulled with the long procession. Somewhere along the line
an inconspicuous station announced the Continental Divide,
where all the rivers began to flow (with us) towards the
-Atlantic. We saw the Navajos at Gallup; our train, with
ready courtesy, ran past the Indian houses of Laguna; and
we got out to stretch at Albuquerque. Another night
followed another day; and in the morning somebody
announced that fresh trout from Rocky Mountain streams
had come on board. So, as we ran across the corner of
Colorado, we ate those miracles of catering; and that night
we slept in Kansas City.
When sense returned, it was a Friday morning—Good
Friday in Kansas City, The sound is slightly austere; but
the reality was almost gay. For Missouri seems to celebrate
Passion Week with open shops and crowds in the streets.
True, one or two of the window displays appeared to strike
a slightly devotional note; and, unless hearing erred, the
Salvation Army gathered beneath our window greeted its
Maker with something not unlike a college yell. But it
contrasted oddly with our Spanish Easter of a year before,
with the full-throated anthems of Burgos and the long
funeral march of hooded men that wound slowly through
the fading light of a street in Saragossa, where the borne
effigies swayed above the crowd. Somehow one had not
thought before of European austerity in contrast with the
abandon of the Middle West.
That night we took the road once more; and all America
seemed to flow past again in reverse order. There was the
Mississippi, once seen far to the north as a sheet of broad
steel lying between brown wooded banks under a brooding
winter sky, where it flowed through Minnesota, homeland
of Swedes and Finns and Letts and all the children of the
Baltic—a slightly Baltic territory itself, flecked with snow
and lacking only the little steeples and the bright cobalt of
the sea. We saw Chicago again; and as the clouds hung

